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1. INTRODUCTION 
The classical formulation of the directional derivative has been generalized in 
a straightforward manner to infinite dimensional Banach spaces where it is called 
the FrCchet derivative. If we define 
then F is called the Frtchet derivative. In finite-dimensional vector spaces it is 
called the directional derivative. The idea of the FrCchet derivative can be 
extended to both topological and nonnormed pseudotopological linear vector 
spaces, where it is called a functional derivative. The details of this extension, 
which is based on the concept of a remainder, can be found in [3]. 
The classical idea of the gradient can bc defined as follows. Let the primary 
topological space be a Hilbert space and let g, be a countable complete ortho- 
normal set of vectors. Then the function, 
G(f, x, n) = F’(f, x, gn), n an integer, 
is called the gradient off. If {a,}~==, is any sequence of complex numbers which 
is square summable, then we can define 
D(f, x) = c a,G(f, x, n). 
As in the classical case, if y = z angn , then by the linearity of the Frechet 
derivative we have 
D(f, .4 == F(f, x, y). 
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One of our main objectives is to extend these ideas to tempered distributions. 
A natural generalization of an orthonormal base is the set of translates of the 
Dirac delta, 6, , T E 9P, 
C$ a test function. 
We can define an arbitrary first-order differential operator by 
where U(T) is the coefficient of D and is a complex valued function on S?. 
We will define the second functional derivative by 
Again, if the underlying space is a Hilbert space, we can introduce the obvious 
generalization of the Hessian by 
and in the case of the tempered distributions, 
H(f, x; u, T) = Fyf, Lx; 6, ) 6,). 
Using this notation, we can introduce an arbitrary second-order differential 
operator on a Hilbert space by 
WY 4 = c %,fw x; % 4, 
where the coefficients a, ,IL are complex numbers. In the case of tempered 
distributions, if a(o, T) is a complex-valued function, then 
would be a second-order differential operator with coefficients a(o, T). We will 
primarily discuss the special differential operator termed an infinite-dimensional 
Laplacian and define it as 
4.L x) y= 2 ff(f, s; m, m) 
,,I 
or 
O(f, x) = j H(f, x; T, T) dT. 
1” 
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The vector space of real-valued functionals considered in this paper have 
real-valued tempered distributions, 9”(9@) [15], as their domain. This vector 
space when equipped with a sequence of norms becomes a FrCchet space which 
is a vector space which is not finite-dimensional equipped with a denumerable 
set of separating seminorms and complete with respect to these seminorms. The 
derivatives of our functionals are the FrCchet derivatives discussed above. 
Our space of functionals will be denoted Pse and is developed in Section 2. 
Section 3 develops our infinite-dimensional Laplacian operator, A. The ideas 
in this section can be extended to differential operators of any order. It is in this 
context that the sequence of real numbers, B = (BJ& , intrinsic to the rPJe 
space becomes essential. In this paper all of the terms in the B sequence can 
equal one. 
We proceed to define and solve the following initial value problem: 
where 
T E [O, T] c B’; x E .9’(wn) and P(T)(X) E l-Jr, 
with the initial conditions, 
adw 
ar 
E J’zLSB 
, 
T=T” 
(14 
w-4~>(~) 
ad-1 
E j-P, 3-B. 
*-To 
In (1.1) the symbol A is our infinite-dimensional Laplacian operator developed 
herein. P,(A), 1 < j < Z, are polynomial transformations in the infinite-dimen- 
sional Laplacian operator, A, that is, a real-valued scalar polynomial, where we 
formally replace the independent real variable with the infinite-dimensional 
Lap&an operator, A. We then apply Z’&l), 1 < j < I, to the “space variable” x. 
2. THE SCALE OF FR~HET SPACES, rpBB usal P.SB 
For each real S > 1, the space, rp.ss (p > 1, I3 = (Z$}& , B, > Bj , 
j > i) is called a test surfunction space. Thep and Bi , z’ > 0, are all real numbers. 
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These spaces are topological spaces of real-valued functionals on Y/(9@), the 
space of real-valued tempered distributions. Broadly speaking, they are a func- 
tional version of certain spaces of functions considered in [5, 10-141. The set of 
functionals which are members of I’PssB are all Cm(9”(W~); W). We also require 
that if @ E I’QB, then 
Q(x) = f C,xQ = f C,(x, x ,..., x), (2.1) 
9=0 l7=0 
where Co E 9 and the C, are q-multilinear symmetric continuous functionals on 
9’(9P) x Y’(9P) X ... X Y’(SP) (q copies, q > X) to 99. 
We equip this vector space of functionals with the following sequence of norms. 
where 
and 
ii; Q, /!‘sBm = sup II cQII?&!l’p < 33 
(mL)q ’ 
m = 0, l,..., 
9 
II CQII, = sup I C,xQ I, m = 0, 1, 2 ,..., x E 9’(9@), 
iir11-,a 
II 22 II-m = ,,,“PP<, I<.% +>I, m = 0, 1, 2 ,...) 4 E 9(L%Q), 
m- 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
and 
Ii C L 
oli~~~~~s~~l + T12P ... (1 + TQ2jrn I 4(0~‘-~u+1 ,..., T,>I, CT1 ,*.*, T,> Egfi, 
(2.5) 
and 
4 (0.0 ,..., oi,o .. . . . 0) (T1 , T2 )..., 5-i ,...) T,) = & $(Tl a*..> Q-i ,--*> T,>, 1 <i<n. 
z 
The + functions are test functions of rapid descent and the x functionals are 
tempered distributions. 
The set of functionals belonging to I’pvSB equipped with the natural topology 
induced by the sequence of norms (2.2) is easily seen to be a FrCchet space. We 
then consider 1 < S < S’, where clearly pp,sB C rQ’B and moreover, the 
canonical injection, Jsrs: IfpssB t-+ D’J’B, is continuous. 
Given a fixed number p and a fixed sequence, B = (Bi}&, we have a one- 
parameter family of FrCchet spaces denoted rpB = UsAl rpJB. This is an 
extension of the one-parameter family of Banach spaces described in [lo-141. 
The following example shows that these spaces are nontrivial. 
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It can easily be verified that an example of a Pse functional is as follows: 
CD: Y’(9”) t-+ L% (2.6i) 
cf: x - i” -$ (x, d><x, 4) “’ (5 6% W.-W 
P copies 
(2.6ii) 
where $ is a fixed rapid descent test function. 
We also note that the sequence of multilinear symmetric continuous func- 
tionals, (C,}&, , defined in (2.1) are square summable in the sense given in the 
following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. The sequence of multilinear symmetric continuous functionals, 
{Cg}~&, described in Eq. (2.1), is square summable in each norm, i.e., 
Proof. Let @E I”‘*sa; then a(x) = x:,“=a Cgxg. Select any norm, 11’ . l!ISB,, 
and consider 
111 @ IllSBm = sup ” F$$!Z1” < K v q, 
4 m 
where K is a positive constant. Thus 
Therefore, 
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We consider the first FrCchet derivative of @ given by 
Q.E.D. 
(3.1) 
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where x, y E ,9”(9P), and the second FrCchet derivative given by 
iy@, x; 24, v) = lj+n 
F(@, x + EV, 24) -F(@, x, u) 
7 E (3.2) 
where x, u, v E y’(gn). It can be shown that if @ E PJ*, then 
and 
WJj, x> Y) = f (Q + I) G,++*Y (3.3) 
IT=” 
F’(@P, x; u, v) = f (q + i)(q + 2) G,+,x%v. (3.4) 
4=0 
As discussed in the Introduction, a generalization of a gradient of @ G PsB is 
given by 
G(@, x, 4 = V, x, k), 7 E W”, x E Y(3P) (3.5) 
and a generalization of the Hessian is given by 
H(@, x; CT, T) = F‘y@, x; 6, , S,), (3.6) 
where again x E P’“‘(S?“). 
DEFINITION 3.7. The infinite-dimensional Laplacian operator, d, is defined 
as follows: 
where 
A: l-8 + l-g, (3.7i) 
A:@+A@, (3.7ii) 
A@: cY”‘(c9Pz) -j- W, (3.7iii) 
A@:x+ i H(@, x; 7, T) dr. ‘2” 
(3.7iv) 
Before proving that (3.7i)-(3.7’ ) . IV IS well defined, we note that the translate 
of the Dirac delta, 6, , when premultiplied by the polynomial, (1 + ~2)~ (WZ a 
positive integer), is a member of the unit ball. This unit ball is determined by the 
norm (2.4) of Y’+,(P), where 9’:,,(@) is the space of tempered distributions 
having rank <m. Furthermore, this observation remains true when we replace 
the translate of the Dirac delta, 6, , with its ith classical tempered distribution 
derivative (0 < i < m). 
5ojl36/1-6 
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LEMMA 3.8. Let @ E rps, where 
F2(@, x; ., .> = $ (Q + l)(q + 2) C*+*llx”, .> .I; 
then 
g(T) = f (4 + l)(q + 2) C,+*[x”, 87> ST1 (3.9) 
II=0 
is a uniformly convergent series in 7 E .W for .x in any bounded subset of .Y’(.P). 
Furthermore, 
44 = f J (4 + l)(P + 2) Cg+2[xq, 6, S,] d7. (3.10) 
r,=o 9P 
Proof. If @ E CB, h t en there exists an S > 1 such that @ E rp,sB. Let x E B’ 
where B’ is a bounded subset of Y’+,(Zn). Then consider the following: 
j io(4 + ‘)(q -t 2) cp*[XQ, s, ) S,] 1 
N a II c,,, ll,(q + -v’P(q + l)(q + 311 x IILJ%~Bm)V+* 
11=0 
(SB,)Q+*(q + 2)!1/P 
< sup II c,+* II?& + 2FY \ 
* (SB,)R+” 
~W.@IIISB . (3.11) m 
The estimates in (3.11) are true for any N. Therefore (3.9) is a uniformly con- 
vergent series and (3.10) is convergent. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.12. The infkite-dimensional Laplacian operator is a linear 
continuous operator on rD* to rpB. 
Proof. The linearity is obvious. For brevity the details proving that 
A@ E PsB are omitted. We proceed to prove continuity. For 5” > S we 
consider A on the FrCchet space, I’pJB, to the FrCchet space P.S’B. We consider 
for each positive integer, 112, the following norm relationship: 
(n + l)(q +2) 11 s, C,+,[., 6, , S,] dT /IP” 
= sup 
Q WC,,) m 
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Gl+ m+2)//jygn ‘&,[., (1 t T”) 6, , (1 + T”) ST] d7 18 (1 + .2)2 
II q!llP 
= sup !‘Tli 
g (S’fLY 
< sup (4 + l)k + 2) II c,+2 II111 w 
Q (S ‘BJ’ 
= sup (4 + l)(q + 2) II Co+2 il& + 2)!“P(SB,)V+2(S’&)2 
(SB,)*+“(S’B,,)Q+~(~ + l)l/r’(q + 2)1/p 
(3.13) 
I7 
< sup II G+2 II& + wp _ sup (4 + l)(q + W33,)“+2~~‘&,J’ 
n (SB,)*+” a (q + l)““(q + 2)1’P(S’BwJq+2 
Ii q,, II&- + V’J 
(SB,p+2 
Q.E.D. 
4. PARAMETRIC TEST SURFUNCTIONS 
Let p(t) be a I’“,SB-valued function, where t E [a, /3] C R. p(t) is strongly 
continuous at to E [LX, fl] whenever E > 0, m E N+ (positive real integers), there 
exists a 8t0,E,nt > Osuchthatifl t - to J < 6 
We say that p(t) E I’aJe 
fc,f,m implies Ii PW - cL(fo)ilis~m < 6. 
1s strongly differentrable at t, E [OL, ,6], which is defined 
as follows. v(t,) E F)sse such that for E > 0, nz EN, there exists a 6,0,,,n, > 0 
whenever 0 < / t - t,, I < St0,E,7,1 , then 
111 
CL(t) - Cc@“) _ v(to) 
t - 4, I!/ < E. SB,,, 
The vector space of continuous parametric test surfunctions which are strongly 
differentiable 2 times is denoted Cl([a, j?]; FpJB). 
5. INVERSE TRANSFORMATIONS 
We now introduce the usual inverses of (d/dt)” on the space Ca([cu, /I]; F,SB). 
w;o)o) CL(T)64 = CLW(Xh 
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THEOREM 5.1. Given: 
(i) a continuous parametric test surfunction u(t) E PpJB, t E [ar, p] C R; 
cy. E R, ,f3 E R, p(t) E CO([cq /3]; PpJB); 
(ii) an analytic real-valued scalar function of the form 
A(5) = f ai(S) 
i=O 
with real ai and nonzero radius of convergence j .$ j < p; 
(iii) a polynomial transformation of the form 
where PA (1 < X < 1) are real-valuedpolynomials of degree n, (1 < X < 1) and where 
we formally replace the independent variable with the infinite-dimensional Laplacian 
operator, (i.e., P,,(A) = d&(A)9zA + ... + doA, d> E 9, 0 < i < n, , 1 < h < 1); 
(iv) that p satis$es 1 < p < l/( 1 - pA) if pA # 1 and any p < CO if 
pA = 1, where we define the order of P(Q):p) to be 
h 
pd = min ~ . 
isnsz 2n, 
Then the series, 
A(P(Q):04) = f ai(P(Q~,ANi, 
i=O 
obtained by substituting P(QjOA) for 6 into A(.$ and formally expanding it into a 
series of Q:,A monomials is applied to p(t). This yields another parametric test 
surfunction r(t) E P~J*s’B continuous for t E [to , T] C [CX, fi] with s’ > (If 1)s. 
Proof. Use the multinomial expansion and formally obtain 
W(Q$4) = f aP(Q~,,ANi 
i=O 
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Setting Kh = max( 1, 1 d& 1 + ( d:,-, ] + ... + 1 doA I), 1 < h < I, it is clear 
that all the CQ in (5.2) are estimated with 
By hypothesis p(t) E PsB, so 
This implies 
thus 
Vt E [(Y, /3],j = 1, 2 ,..., m = 0, l,... . Now selecting S’ > S(Z + l), we consider 
the following partial sums: 
. [“n,i,i...+n,i, dnlil+...+lEliz + ‘.. + a1 fl + a,]; (5.4) 
< sup f ..’ i ! ai,+...+i, I (il.$‘::.+i;)! . (Q:o)il+“‘+li 
Q i,=O i,=o 
(q + 2n,i;+ ... + 2n,iJ! 
q! - 
. drl .‘. drn,il+...+nlil /i 
m 
+ .‘. + ao] . && * 
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Introducing (1 + TV”)* ... (1 + T~~~~+...+,+)~ into the numerator and denomina- 
tor of the integrand in (5.4), we majorize (5.4) with the following: 
. / %,i,+...+n,i, I . 
[ 
(q + -r' 2nziLY . (1 Ca+...+2n(iL (jm + 
. q!‘/” 
(S’&i )” 
< MB1 sup f . ... . Ii l~i,+...+i,I 
(il + ‘.’ + il)! 
a i,==O it=0 
il, _ ... .q 
. it-tot il+2ieC.,.+2iL 
(il + 2i2 + “. + Zi,)! 
nt,..t2n$( 
1 
Kf’ . . . K;l (q + ... + 2n,i,)! 
Q! . (4 (sBTn)+ 2n,i,ym + 
gili" 
(S'U" . 
Note the following inequalities: 
2n,i, + 2n,i2 + “’ + 2n,i, < 2 . 2nlil+...+nlih, 
(il + 4 + "' + i,)! < p'+i'+..'+il 
i,! . ..' . i,! , 
~ %,+...+i, 
+ K, .‘. Kl 
I 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
(q + 2+, + .*. + 2n,i2)! < q! (2n,i,)! ... (2n,i,)! (1 + l)a+2nlil+...2n$ (5.10) 
1 
(il + 2i,-+ ... + Zi,)! G (i,)! (2i,)l! ... (Zi,)! - (5.11) 
Using these last five inequalities in (5.6), we obtain 
. 
! t - to / i1+2i2t...+zil 
.I 
(iI)! (2i2)! ... (ZiJ! 
. [2 
nlil+...+n$~ . K?K; ... Kiy (2n,i,)! ... (24! 
(SBm)R+27Elil+...+2nli, 
(I + 1)a+2nli1+-+2nziL . (* + 2nlil + . . + 2n,it)p,” ,,4y,, (5.12) 
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< 2K’M, sup (W + l))Q Iz 
* 
(s,)* c . . . t (Ly’ . . . . 
i,=O it=0 
KJ il 
i-j 
j t - to 1 i1+2h+...+zfy2 . (I + 1)2(~fj,)2pG . . . 
P 
Employing inequality 
(5.14) 
in (5.13) we majorize (5.13) with 
2K’Mn, sup (W + 1P n 
Q (S’)u 
. z. . i (A$,” . . . . 
iz=O 
(5.13) 
The hypothesis on pd implies 1 - pd $ E = l/p, where E > 0. This then 
implies 2n,( 1 - l/p) < h - 2n,~ (I < X < 1). Employing this in (5.15) we 
obtain 
1 
. i “d” 
2 
1 
iL / t _ to ~fl+2fz+-+‘y2 (I + 1)“(&y~~,)‘(2n,)2)“‘G 
(5.16) 
In (5.16) we let 71 + co. Consequently each series converges by the root test. 
If we select S’ 3 (I + l)S, (5.16) is bounded. As a result when E > 0, m E IV+ , 
there exists an NE N, such that 
for all m, 11 > N. Therefore the sequence A,(P(Q~O~)) p(t) is a Cauchy sequence 
in FPJ’~. It follows that any rearrangement of the series A(P(QiO~)) p(t) con- 
verges to the same limit v(t) E rp*s’B and thus 
v(t) = -4(W&Q) CL(t). 
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Furthermore, if t E [OL, /I] then from estimates beginning with (5.4) it holds that 
l~lL%cptQ~04, - wK?:~41 &)IllS~B, 
< 2K’Mm sup 
P 
1z 
‘Z. lx 
F / t - t’ j (2 . (E + l)z(SB,)2(2?21)2)n,lii 
j . . . . ‘1 i2?Z1ilC 1 
(5.17) 
[(-yj I t - t’ lL(2 . (1 + 1)2(~~,)2(2n,)2)“~]~’ 
Pi@ 
for 1 < h < 1. Thus for E > 0 select 
o<s< 2K’M,S, .‘S, . ... . S, 
and the continuity follows. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Given the hypothesis of Theorem 5.1, it follows that 
A(P(Q: A)) is a continuous transformation in the sense that for each m E N+ there 
exists I&, E R such that 
Remark. Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.2 can have hypotheses (iv) weakened 
to 1 < p = I/( 1 - pA). The price one pays is the following weakened conclu- 
sions. 
(a) There exists 6 > 0 such that A(P(QiOA)) p(t) = v(t) belongs to the 
space .P*S’B(# > S(Z + 1)) for all t satisfying 1 t - to 1 < 8. 
(b) For any closed interval I C (to - S, to + S), 
“27 III ~(UllyBm G Km st”,y Ill /4>llLm -
The proofs of these facts are easily seen by taking e = 0 and referring back to 
(5.16). 
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6. EXISTENCE FOR AN INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM 
The proof of a solution to the problem given in (1.1) and (1.2) will be an 
application of Theorem 5.1. 
THEOREM 6.1. Given the infinite-dimensional partial diSferentia1 equation (1.1) 
with the initial conditions (1.2) then 
(a) Problem (1 .l)-( 1.2) has a global solution in the space, ~DJ’~, whenever 
S’ 2 (l+ 1)s and p satisfies hypothesis (iv) of Theorem 5.1, and 
(b) Problem (1.1 )-( 1.2) has a local solution in the space, rp~~‘~, whenever 
S’ > (I+ 1)s andp satisfies 1 < p = l/(1 - pd). 
Proof. We construct a solution of (1.1) and (1.2). Since (1.1) is continuous in 
t, we can apply the transformation (Q:,J to (1 .l), injecting the initial conditions 
(1.2) when necessary. This process yields 
dt)(.) = [QfoW’) + (Qf,)“Pd4 + ... + (Q:o)zW)l &X.) 
3 &ON.) 4 0 yo) !gl(.) It=+ . . . 
i (t - toy-1 a”-+(t)(.) 
(1 - l)! a+l t=t, 
- Pl(4 [ (t ytoj &O)(.) + ..  +‘;l-ey; az-2Pw(*) . atl-2 I 1 t=tO 
- P,(d) [ @ I!f”)’ p(tO)(.) + ... + (~lw-t!&l az-~$j(*) I,=,] 0 
- pz-l(4 [@(-y$’ Aton] * V-5-1) 
We now consider the transformation 
[I - [Q&(4 + -.a + (Q:o)“f’d411 
in (6.1), which has an inverse by Theorem 5.1. Therefore it follows that (6.1) 
has a solution in the space, I’p.s’B, where S’ > (I+ 1)s andp satisfies 1 < p < 
I/( I - Pi). That this solution satisfies the initial conditions in the space, I’~s~‘~, 
is seen by the continuity properties of the solution. Furthermore, that this 
solution satisfies the differentiability imposed by (1.1) in the space, P*s’B, is 
seen by formally differentiating 1 times and considering the partial sums which 
will be similar in form to (5.4). 
Apply the remark following Corollary (5.2) to obtain the proof of part (b). 
Q.E.D. 
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